
John Lewis Uncorded Curtain Track

Thank you for purchasing this product from John Lewis.  Please read the instructions 
and warnings carefully before use to ensure safe and satisfactory operation of this 
product.

Suitable for straight runs and bay windows.

Recommended maximum curtain weight is 13.6kg (30lb)

1. Pack Contents

This pack contains everything you need to install this track to a 
pre-installed batten.

Note :  When mounting to a masonry, dry line wall, stud wall or ceiling, please ensure the 
correct drill bit, screws and fixings are used.

You will require the following tools :  pencil, electric drill, hammer, screwdriver, 
measure, spirit level.  If fixing to plaster or masonry, medium size wall plugs suitable 
for No. 6, 8 and 10 screws will be needed.

2. Positioning the Brackets

a. For straight runs

Mark a straight line along the wall or ceiling equal to the finished track length 
required.

Mark the end bracket positions 6.5cm (2½ in) in from the end of the line.  Mark 
equally spaced positions for all remaining brackets.

b. For bay windows

Right-angle bay :  approx bracket positioning 24cm (9½“) max radius 20cm (8”)

Three-sided bay :  approx bracket positioning 20cm (8“)   

Five-sided bay :  approx bracket positioning 10cm (4“)   

3. Fixing the Brackets

Fix the backplates in position as directed above (fig 1). 

Slide the faceplates onto the track to match the position of the backplates (fig 2). 

Secure end stops in position.

Locate the faceplate into the backplate and snap into place.

4. Shortening track

a. For straight runs

To be cut from one end only.  Remove end stop and mark the cut line on the track.  
Cut using a sharp hacksaw and replace the end stop.

b. For bay windows

The track must be temporarily installed and measured in position to ensure accurate 
shortening.
 
Starting at one end, present the back of the track to the first fixing bracket.  Allow 
6.5cm (2½”) of track to project at the end and, maintaining the required shape 
through the bay fit the track to each bracket in turn.  Allow 6.5cm (2½”) overhang 
on the last bracket and mark the cut position.

Release the track from the brackets and cut square at the mark using a sharp 
hacksaw.  Replace the end stops.

Note :  always remove sharp edges

5. Hanging curtains

The maximum recommended curtain weight is 13.6kg (30lb).

Insert glider hooks into curtain tape at equal intervals. 

Clip glider hooks onto track.

If using curtain hooks, clip gliders onto track and insert hooks into eyes.

Care and maintenance

Your John Lewis uncorded curtain track may be cleaned by wiping 
the rail and fittings with soapy water.  When dry, apply a silicone-
based polish to the running surfaces to ensure smooth operation.

Warning

It is recommended that this product should only be installed by persons competent 
in DIY.  Ensure the correct fixings are used for the appropriate wall type.  If in 
doubt, consult a qualified person.
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Track size 150cm 200cm 250cm

Brackets 6 8 9

End stops 2 2 2

Gliders 20 28 32
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